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Dog makes himself very clear—hats are NOT for cats. Whether
they are big or small, pink or stripy, frilly or silly, hats just aren’t
for cats. No matter the size, shape, occasion, or color, hats are for
dogs only. That is, until Cat has a say. Cat says that all hats—party
hats, pirate hats, hats for the hot, and hats for the cold, are for
everyone! After parading all of her hats for Dog, and enlisting the
help of her cat friends, Dog and Cat resolve their differences and
celebrate hats together.
Hats are Not for Cats is an entertaining rhyming book about
friendship, inclusiveness, and conflict resolution. Cat doesn’t
back down when the bigger, louder Dog tries to make the rules;
she becomes an example to children of standing up for what
is right, no matter the volume of other voices. The ending is
wonderfully satisfying as Cat not only educates dog that “…hats
are for everyone!”, but she also invites Dog to join in their hat fun
and friendship. The illustrations are simple, with both Dog and
Cat water colored gray. The hats, however, are illustrated brightly
and colorfully, giving them center stage. This is a delightful book
for young readers.
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